The Lebanon Correctional water treatment plant PWS OH8301012 distributes water to two state prisons (LeCI
opened in 1960 and WCI opened in 1989), Community Correctional Center (CCC) which opened in 1995, Warren
County Halfway House (WCHH)which opened in 2002, and ODOT Monroe Outpost which was operating before
1988. There are only two single family homes owned by LeCI on the property both have softening systems and
were built while LeCI was being built (1957-1960) they have galvanized steel pipe as the original service line and
pvc from just outside to the water main. Through visual inspection, maintenance records, and the year each
building was constructed I have determined there are no lead service lines in our distribution system.
Considering the dates of construction all buildings in our distribution system must be considered to have
fixtures and or solder with lead content in excess of the present regulated levels.
Because it is practically impossible to determine the lead content of an installed fixture, fitting or pipe, it
should be assumed that the manufacture or installation date is the primary indicator of the lead content.
Therefore, the characteristics of buildings and piping solder or fixtures would be buildings in Ohio built prior
to 1998 or that use plumbing material or solder manufactured before 1998 may have materials with greater
than 8% lead and are at a higher risk of contributing lead to the drinking water than materials manufactured
after 1998. In addition, buildings built and plumbing materials manufactured after 2014 were required to have
less than 0.25% lead by weight and have the lowest risk for contributing lead to the drinking water. It should
be noted however that, although prohibited, some use of leaded solder or leaded components may have
occurred after the prohibitions became effective.
Any questions or concerns please contact me.
James Dunn
Treatment Plant Operations Manager
Office: 1-513-409-9769
E-mail: james.s.dunn@odrc.state.oh.us
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